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Differences in Appearance-Based Trait Inferences for Male
and Female Political Candidates
Tessa Ditontoa and Kyle Mattesb

aDepartment of Political Science, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, USA; bFlorida International
University, Miami, Florida, USA

ABSTRACT
Studies show that automatic trait inferences can predict outcomes
of actual elections, but these studies generally include male candi-
dates only. Substantial evidence also shows that female candidates
are subject to gender-based stereotypes, which can lead to differ-
ences in how men and women candidates are evaluated. This
article combines these two literatures to compare the effects of
competence, threat, and attractiveness inferences in elections that
include women. We use experimental data in which candidate
pairs from state and local US elections were judged on these
three traits and examine whether those ratings are predictive of
election outcomes. We find that although competence matters
most for elections involving only men, attractiveness predicts
winners in women-only elections. In mixed-gender races, compe-
tence inferences predict success when the female candidate is
perceived as more competent than the male candidate. Finally,
unlike men, women benefit from being perceived as physically
threatening in mixed-gender races.

KEYWORDS
Gender; trait inferences;
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To what extent does a political candidate’s physical appearance affect his or
her chances of winning an election? From Chris Christie’s weight to Hillary
Clinton’s age, much media attention is often devoted to how political figures
look, but do voters really incorporate these sorts of seemingly superficial
considerations into their voting calculus on Election Day? For quite some
time, studies have found a link between attractiveness and election results
(e.g., Efron and Patterson 1974), and a growing body of research in political
psychology recently began to consider the effects of other aspects of a
candidate’s physical appearance on voting behavior. In particular, a series
of studies has persuasively shown that appearance-based rapid trait infer-
ences from very short exposures to images of candidates’ faces can predict
the results of actual elections. Evidence from these studies suggests that
candidates who are rated as more competent by experimental subjects are
more likely to win their races than their less competent-looking opponents
(e.g., Todorov et al. 2005) and that competence judgments are actually more
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reliable predictors than attractiveness judgments. These reflexive competence
judgments, which are made after nothing more than very short exposures to
still images, have been found to predict election winners at multiple levels of
government and in several different countries (see Todorov et al. 2015 for an
overview of this literature).

Although findings that automatic trait judgments predict election out-
comes are robust and consistent across a large and growing number of
studies, most of these experiments do not systematically consider the gender
of the candidates involved. This finding is likely because a separate line of
research has found substantial evidence that women candidates are subject to
a number of gender-based stereotypes that may affect the way traits are
inferred from a female candidate’s appearance versus a man’s (Cook,
Thomas, and Wilcox 1994; Dolan 2004; Huddy and Terkildsen 1993;
Rosenwasser and Seale 1988). Relevant to this study, female candidates are
often rated as less competent and less strong or “tough” than their male
counterparts (Huddy and Terkildsen 1993; Kahn 1996). It is still unclear
whether these assumptions also extend to reflexive trait judgments, though
one notable exception (Herrick et al. 2012) suggests that they do; they find
that automatic competence inferences, in particular, vary on the basis of
gender and that women tend to be seen as less competent than men.

Furthermore, judgments of attractiveness may matter more and differently
for women candidates than for men. Evidence suggests that there is more of a
focus on the physical appearance of women candidates than on that of men
(Schubert and Curran 2001), and some evidence shows that physical attrac-
tiveness may positively influence women’s electability, at least indirectly
(Sigelman, Sigelman, and Fowler 1987). For these reasons, attractiveness
judgments may be more influential—and more predictive of election results
—when women are running in a given race, as opposed to when two men are
on the ballot. For the latter, studies have shown the effects of attractiveness to
be ambiguous at best (Todorov et al. 2005).

Because of gender-based differences, it is likely that when we specifically
examine races that include women, we will find more nuanced effects of
rapid trait inferences, so that the relationship between specific traits and
election outcomes will be different when female candidates are in the mix
than when they are not. This article seeks to determine if this is the case for
judgments of competence, attractiveness, and perceived threat. Following
procedures used in previous trait inference studies, we use data from three
experiments in which subjects were asked to rate the personality traits of
candidates running for election to state or local office. Subjects were shown
pictures of a series of pairs of candidates who ran against each other for a
particular office and asked to determine which of the pair was more compe-
tent-looking, more attractive, and more physically threatening. While most
prior studies using this method have generally only included same-gender
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(and predominantly male) candidate pairs in their analyses, this article
includes, and focuses on, female-female and mixed-gender pairs of candi-
dates who faced off in real-world electoral contests.

Our expectation that gender influences the relationship between rapid trait
judgments and election outcomes is largely borne out in our analysis. We
find that for male-male races, our results generally mimic what previous
studies have found. Competence predicts election winners, in that the more
competent-looking candidates are more likely to have been victorious.
Meanwhile, threat is associated with losing, and attractiveness has little
predictive value.

On the other hand, it is attractiveness, and not competence, that is the
strongest predictor of electoral success in races with two women.
Furthermore, we find that the role of competence in mixed-gender races is
more nuanced, in that competence is a particularly strong indicator of
electoral success in these races only when the female candidate is judged as
more competent-looking than her male opponent. Furthermore, we also find
that women in mixed-gender races, who are perceived to be more threaten-
ing than their male counterparts, are more likely to win election than those
who are not. Altogether, the results of our analysis suggest that the traits
inferred from faces have very different implications for election outcomes
depending on the gender composition of a particular race.

Automatic trait assessments and election outcomes

Evidence from psychology suggests that, in all forms of human interaction,
individuals make spontaneous assessments of others’ traits based on their
appearance—and on their faces, in particular (Hall et al. 2009; Hassin and
Trope 2000; Oliviola and Todorov 2010a). Judgments made on the basis of
faces tend to be reliable, in that people infer the same sorts of traits from the
same sorts of faces (Hassin and Trope 2000), but most evidence suggests that
these inferred traits do not necessarily correlate with the actual traits pos-
sessed by individuals (Alley and Cunningham 1988; but see Berry and
Zebrowitz-MacAurthur 1988). Regardless of their accuracy (or lack thereof),
characteristics derived from faces have been shown to alter people’s evalua-
tions of targets, even when other information is available, and subjects seem
unable to ignore information about physical appearance, even when they are
told to do so (Hassin and Trope 2000) or when other information is also
available (Budesheim and DePaola 1994).

Inferences of traits from physical appearance are often involuntary and
made very quickly—possibly in as little as 33 milliseconds (Olson and
Marshuetz 2005; Todorov 2008; Todorov and Uleman 2003). Though the
exact features a face must possess to appear competent or threatening is still
an open question, some evidence suggests that such inferences seem to depend
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on aspects of an individual’s face that signal maturity, such as distance between
the eyes, roundness of the face, and angularity of the jaw (Herrick et al. 2012;
Oliviola and Todorov 2010b). Other findings suggest that trait inferences
depend on the extent to which someone’s facial structure resembles people
in various emotional states—faces that look happy, for instance, tend to be
seen as more trustworthy (Montepare and Dobish 2003). Whatever the trig-
gers, because these sorts of trait inferences are occurring frequently and
rapidly, it is perhaps not surprising that they affect individuals’ decision
making in many different areas, including selection of romantic partners
(Oliviola et al. 2009), judicial decisions (Zebrowitz and McDonald 1991), and
hiring choices (Naylor 2007).

Politics seems to be no exception. In a series of studies Todorov and
colleagues (Ballew and Todorov 2007; Hall et al. 2009; Laustsen 2014; Lenz
and Lawson 2011; Mattes et al. 2010; Oliviola and Todorov 2010a; Sussman,
Petkova, and Todorov 2013; Todorov et al. 2005, 2015) have found that
subjects’ spontaneous inferences about a candidate’s traits—and competence,
in particular—correctly predicted the outcomes of actual elections. Inferences
were made only from still images of the candidates’ faces, and those rated as
more competent by the subjects were more likely to have been the real
election winner. While multiple-trait ratings were collected, perceived com-
petence was the only positive trait found to have this effect across multiple
studies. In addition, two of these studies also look at a negative trait assess-
ment—personal threat. They find that candidates with more threatening
faces are less likely to win their races (Mattes et al. 2010) and that these
rapid evaluations of threat induced brain activation patterns similar to those
from voting decisions (Spezio et al. 2008).

The role that attractiveness judgments play in candidate evaluation is less
clear. Previous studies have found a “halo effect” for attractive people, in
which individuals perceived as attractive are also more likely to be ascribed
positive traits (Dion, Berscheid, and Walster 1972; Kanazawa and Kovar
2004), and ample evidence shows that attractive candidates may do better
than unattractive candidates in political scenarios (Riggle et al. 1997;
Rosenberg et al. 1986; Rosenberg, Kahn, and Tran 1991). However, there is
reason to believe that the link between spontaneous attractiveness judgments
and election outcomes is more nuanced and perhaps contextual. For
instance, Mattes and Milazzo (2014) find that in British elections, attractive-
ness judgments better predicted races in marginal constituencies, and com-
petence judgments better predicted elections from less competitive
constituencies. In addition, although Banducci et al. (2008) find that more
attractive candidates are more likely to do better in electoral contests, this
effect is no longer significant when other trait perceptions (e.g., competence)
are added to the equation.
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While the sum total of many of these trait inference studies suggests that
perceptions of competence are particularly important in predicting candidate
evaluation and vote choice, we argue that judgments related to threat and
attractiveness also have a role to play. It is important that previous studies of
automatic trait inferences have generally controlled for the gender of the
candidates that subjects were asked to evaluate, and the vast majority of the
candidate pairs shown to subjects were composed of two men. For reasons
discussed below we posit that the inclusion of female faces in trait inference
studies is important and will lead to substantively different results.

Gender stereotypes

Scholars of gender and politics have found much evidence that female
candidates are often subject to particular gender-based trait stereotypes.
For example, women are perceived as more compassionate, trustworthy,
expressive, and honest than men, but less decisive, assertive, rational, and
experienced than men (Alexander and Andersen 1993; Burrell 2008; Huddy
and Terkildsen 1993; Kahn 1996; King and Matland 2003; Lawless 2004;
Leeper 1991; Paul and Smith 2008; Sapiro 1982). Of particular interest to this
study, women have also been found to be perceived as less competent and
experienced than male candidates, as well as lacking in masculine traits like
“toughness” (Carroll and Dittmar 2010; Huddy and Terkildsen 1993; Kahn
1996; Lawless 2004).

The extent to which these stereotypes influence overall candidate evalua-
tion and vote choice directly is unclear (Brooks 2013; Dolan 2014; Hayes
2011), however, and much evidence suggests that gender stereotypes can be
more or less salient, depending on other political factors, such as whether
domestic policy issues or topics such as war or terrorism are at the top of the
agenda (Cook, Wilcox, and Thomas 1994; Dolan 2004; Lawless 2004), which
office is being considered (Huddy and Terkildsen 1993), whether cognitive
demand on voters is high or low (Higgle et al. 1997), whether an election is
high- or low-information (Matson and Fine 2006), and whether stereotypes
are activated in campaign messages (Bauer 2015a, 2015b). Ditonto,
Hamilton, and Redlawsk (2014) also find evidence that gender may work
indirectly to influence evaluations and voting via the amount and types of
information that experimental subjects seek out about that candidate.
Specifically, they find that subjects search for more information related to
competence when a candidate is a woman. Furthermore, Ditonto (2017)
finds that female candidates are more vulnerable to information that portrays
them as more incompetent than are male candidates, and Ditonto (2018)
finds that women who are perceived as incompetent based on physical
appearance are disadvantaged in overall evaluations and likelihood of receiv-
ing someone’s vote.
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Evidence also suggests that female candidates may be judged more heavily
on appearance than male candidates and that media coverage of female
candidates tends to focus on physical appearance more than coverage of
male candidates does (Bystrom, Robertson, and Banwart 2001). Although
some studies have found that this focus on physical appearance is in and of
itself detrimental to women candidates (Heflick and Goldenberg 2009;
Heflick et al. 2011), at least some evidence shows that being perceived as
attractive is helpful to women running for office. For example, Sigelman,
Sigelman, and Fowler (1987) find that attractiveness indirectly affects female
candidates’ chances of winning via assessments of femininity, dynamism,
niceness, and age, whereas Schubert and Curran (2001) find that attractive-
ness matters more for female candidates than for male candidates.

Judgments based on gender are cognitively cheap—it does not take a lot of
mental energy to look at someone and notice that he or she is a man or a
woman—and evidence suggests that social categories, like gender, are pro-
cessed easily and quickly when looking at a person’s face (Ito and Urland
2003; Mouchetant-Rostaing and Giard 2003; Mouchetant-Rostaing et al.
2000). Furthermore, because long-term memory is usually conceptualized
as a series of interconnected nodes in which associated concepts are activated
together, preconceptions about what traits women possess tend to automa-
tically accompany those observations (Anderson 1983). In addition, even
people who know very little about politics are used to making person
judgments in everyday life. For this reason these sorts of appearance heur-
istics are particularly salient for most people, regardless of their level of
political sophistication (Lau and Redlawsk 2001; Rahn et al. 1990).

Taken together, the evidence suggests that gender, and the stereotypes and
expectations tied to women candidates, should affect appearance-based trait
inferences, which should in turn affect vote outcomes. We posit that the
influence of appearance-based trait inferences may be another way in which
gender can indirectly affect election outcomes. Not only may subjects infer
different traits from male and female faces but they may also care more about
different traits given the gender composition of a given race. Indeed, in the
only study to consider gender when examining the relationship between
rapid trait inferences and election outcomes so far, Herrick et al. (2012)
find systematic differences in competence evaluations for men and women
candidates. Women’s faces are rated as less mature and less competent than
men’s faces in both simulated and real elections. Furthermore, and unlike in
automatic trait inference studies that do not include women candidates, they
find that although subjects prefer male candidates in general, competence
was not significantly related to electoral success. This suggests that the
inclusion of women in these studies should, in fact, lead to systematically
different results. We expect to find that this is true in our data, as well, and
that gender differences also exist for ratings of attractiveness and threat.
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Hypotheses

Our analysis compares the ability of three trait judgments (competence,
attractiveness, and threat) to predict election outcomes among pairs of
candidates with different gender compositions. Among mixed-gender pairs,
we also consider which of the two candidates was more likely to be judged as
possessing each trait, and whether any differences in judgments by gender
had implications for election outcomes.

Among two-male candidate pairs we expect to be able to duplicate prior
findings related to competence, attractiveness, and threat. That is, we expect
competence judgments to positively predict electoral success, perceptions of threat
to predict electoral failure, and attractiveness to have little predictive effect.

For two-woman and mixed-gender elections, our hypotheses differ, because
we expect that gender-based considerations will influence the kinds of traits that
are inferred from the candidates’ faces and that those traits will matter differently
to voters, depending on the gender composition of a race. First, we expect to find
that attractiveness is a positive predictor of electoral success for women facing
women, due to an increased attention to physical appearance for female candi-
dates and evidence that physical attractiveness can help women’s chances for
election. Furthermore, because women candidates are stereotyped as being less
competent, generally, and Herrick et al. (2012) find that competence assess-
ments are indeed less influential in predicting races that include women, we also
expect to find that competence inferences do not predict electoral success in
two-woman races as well as attractiveness judgments do.

Extant theory does not give us much insight about the relationship
between threat assessments and electoral outcomes in races with two female
candidates. It is possible that these inferences will work in much the same
way for all same-gender pairs, whether those pairs include two men or two
women, meaning that more threatening candidates will be at a disadvantage.
On the other hand, gender-based stereotypes and expectations may mean
that other characteristics are simply more important in predicting outcomes
in two-woman races, rendering threat inferences less significant.

In mixed-gender races it is possible that the inclusion of even one woman
in a race may make attractiveness more salient than in two-male elections. As
mentioned above, we expect female candidates to be rated more heavily on
their attractiveness than their male counterparts. The female candidates also
should be less likely to be rated as more competent, because of stereotypes
that female candidates are less competent than male candidates. At the same
time, we expect the male candidates to be rated as a more threatening
candidate more often, because female faces are often perceived to be more
warm and approachable (Chiao et al. 2008; Friedman and Zebrowitz 1992;
Johns and Shephard 2007), and women candidates are often rated as less
strong and “tough” than men.
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However, we expect that when women are perceived as either more
competent or more threatening than their male opponents, they ought to
be more likely to win an election because of the unexpected nature of
observing a particularly competent- or threatening-looking woman.
Expectancy violation (Bettencourt et al. 1997) is the phenomenon of rating
a member of a stereotyped out-group more positively than a similar member
of an in-group when the out-group member violates a stereotype in an
unexpected and positive way. In other words, because women candidates
are generally stereotyped as less competent and threatening than men, we
hypothesize that a particularly competent- or threatening-looking woman
(or, perhaps, a particularly incompetent- or unthreatening-looking man) will
stand out to voters and confer an electoral advantage on these women
candidates. Similarly, a particularly attractive-looking man may gain an
electoral advantage when running against a woman.

To summarize, our hypotheses are as follows:

(H1) For male-male candidate pairs, candidates judged more competent are
more likely to be election winners; candidates judged more threatening are
more likely to be election losers; attractiveness judgments will have no
predictive value.

(H2) For female-female candidate pairs, candidates judged more attractive
are more likely to be election winners; competence judgments will have less
predictive value. It is unclear whether threat judgments will be predictive.

(H3) For mixed-gender candidate pairs, when the female candidate is judged
as more competent or more threatening than the male candidate, the female
candidate is more likely to be an election winner; when the male candidate is
judged as more attractive than the female candidate, the male candidate is
more likely to be an election winner.

Using a laboratory survey to assess first impressions

To test this, we conducted three studies at a large, midwestern university with
a total of 128 paid undergraduate and graduate students. Stimuli were 182
black-and-white headshot images of real political candidates, paired accord-
ing to the actual electoral races in which they ran against each other. To
obtain both mixed-gender and female-female races, we have combined data
from three separate sessions where subjects viewed about one-third of the
different image pairs.1 The candidates competed in state and local elections,
including races for the Oregon State Legislature, Arkansas State House and
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Senate, Washington State House, and California Assembly. Of the 91 elec-
tions included in the data set, 53 were partisan elections contested by a
Republican and a Democrat, 29 were non-partisan, and 9 were primaries.

Although we considered using more image pairs from these state elections,
we limit our analysis to these 91 for several reasons. First, we restricted our
study to elections in which the first- and second-place candidates were of the
same race and ethnicity. Second, we only considered elections for which the
candidates’ pictures were readily accessible from a voters’ guide. Third, and
most important, we paid careful attention to the quality and consistency of
the candidates’ images. We were concerned that our participants would be
unduly influenced by the quality of the photographs and that this would
affect their trait judgments. For instance, candidates with better resources
might be able to look more attractive or competent simply by producing
higher-quality images. Thus, for a pair of photos to be included in our study,
we required the photographs to be of similar resolution with approximately
central presentation of the candidate, and with the candidates’ faces taking
up a similar amount of space. In addition, because the representation of faces
is viewpoint dependent (Desimone et al. 1984; Lee, Matsumiya, and Wilson
2006; Straube et al. 2009), we only chose images in which the candidates were
frontal facing. We presented all photos in black and white with a uniform,
neutral gray background, and resized all photographs to be 110 × 150 pixels
in size. Figure 1 displays a sample pair of images.

Stimuli were presented on an LCD monitor in a computer laboratory
using Matlab software. Participants were asked to make judgments about
the candidate images for three traits: attractiveness, competence, and
threat. Specifically, they were asked to decide which candidate seems
“more competent to hold political office,” “more attractive to you,” and
“more likely to act in a physically threatening manner toward you.” We
followed the TED protocol (Kim et al. 2007), which shows the candidate
pictures one at a time rather than contemporaneously. This forces an
encoding of the face into working memory for the comparison. Our

Figure 1. Sample Candidate Image Pair.
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working assumption is that the two candidates are rarely seen for the first
time simultaneously—especially if one is an incumbent—so this is a
(slightly) more valid simulation of how voters would have initially encoun-
tered images of the two opponents. Participants were shown each of a pair
of pictures for one second each, alternating, with an inter-image interval of
one second. Research participants indicated their choice—which of the two
images better fit the trait being judged—by pressing the appropriate key.
Image pairs continued repeating for up to 60 seconds, and the next image
pair was not shown until the subject had chosen a picture from the
previous pair. Participants were asked to judge every image pair on one
question at a time before moving on to the next assessment block. The
order of the blocks, pairs, and the two images comprising each pair was
counterbalanced among participants.

We expect the brief presentation time to be both sufficient and beneficial.
Previous studies have shown that personality traits are perceived after only a
50-millisecond exposure to an unfamiliar face (Borkenau et al. 2009) and that
judgments of political candidates are not only made rapidly and effortlessly
but are also reliable after as little as 100 milliseconds (Oliviola and Todorov
2010a). At the same time, using first-impression judgments helps to ensure to
the greatest extent possible that we are gauging the effect of judgments that
are not colored by any other confounding factor. People are generally una-
ware of the cues they use in these facial evaluations (Rule and Ambady 2008),
so careful deliberation is both unnecessary and potentially disruptive (Levine,
Halberstadt, and Goldstone 1996).

Predicting election winners

To investigate our hypotheses, we conduct a series of logistic regressions
predicting the winner of each election by using the trait judgments of our
research participants. Table 1 presents the results of these regression models,
in which the dependent variable—the real election winner—is modeled as a
function of the attractiveness, competence, and threat judgments made by
our subjects. Positive coefficients indicate that the candidate more often
judged to exhibit a given trait is more likely to be the real election winner.
The first three columns present the baseline models for observations from
same-gender candidates pairs only (Model 1), followed by mixed-gender
pairs (Model 2), and all pairs combined (Model 3).

Model 1 uses the three judgments to predict election outcomes from only
the 60 races with two candidates of the same gender, thereby replicating
earlier studies. As in those studies, we find that competence judgments are a
strong predictor of electoral success. It is important, however, to note that
our study broadens the applicability of this competence result, as we intro-
duce a previously unused set of candidate images from state-level legislative
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elections. As such, our results here expand upon those previous studies,
which were typically done by using candidates from upper-ballot elections,
such as governors or national legislatures.

At the same time, our findings from same-gender races also support those
of a smaller group of studies in showing that candidates who are judged as
“more likely to act in a physically threatening manner toward you” are more
likely to be real election losers. Finally, in these elections, while candidate
appearance is clearly important, not all aspects of appearance are equally
important, as evidenced by the lack of relationship between attractiveness
judgments and actual election outcomes.

Model 3 includes judgments from all 91 of the elections and produces
results similar to those of Model 1, in that competence judgments predict
election winners and threat judgments predict losers. On the other hand, for

Table 1. Logistic Regression Predicting Election Outcomes.
Same-Gender Mixed-Gender All Pairs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Competence 0.23** −0.03 0.14* 0.28*** 0.28***
(0.09) (0.13) (0.07) (0.10) (0.10)

Attractiveness −0.07 0.02 −0.04 −0.16 −0.16
(0.10) (0.12) (0.08) (0.12) (0.12)

Threat −0.17* −0.21* −0.20** −0.15 −0.15
(0.09) (0.12) (0.08) (0.10) (0.10)

Competence x Female-only −0.51** −0.51**
(0.24) (0.24)

Attractiveness x Female-only 0.74*** 0.74***
(0.27) (0.27)

Threat x Female-only −0.12 −0.12
(0.23) (0.23)

Competence x Mixed-gender −0.31* −0.39**
(0.17) (0.18)

Attractiveness x Mixed-gender 0.18 0.24
(0.17) (0.17)

Threat x Mixed-gender −0.06 −0.09
(0.15) (0.15)

Female-only −0.16 −0.16
(0.19) (0.19)

Mixed-gender 0.34** 0.10
(0.16) (0.19)

Female more competent 0.63***
(0.12)

Female more attractive −0.21
(0.14)

Female more threatening 0.37***
(0.13)

Constant 0.08 0.46*** 0.22*** 0.12 0.12
(0.08) (0.12) (0.06) (0.09) (0.09)

Pseudo R2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Observations 2397 1255 3652 3652 3652

Notes. Logit coefficients are shown, with robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered by subject.
*p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, and ***p < 0.01.
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the competence result, much of the prediction effectiveness stems from the
impressive success rate of competence judgments in same-gender pairs.
Indeed Model 2, which uses only the mixed-gender pairs, suggests that
competence judgments from these pairs are not contributing, a point to
which we return in more detail shortly.

How are races with two female candidates different?

As mentioned in our theoretical discussion above, we expect that the gender
of the candidates may, in part, affect whether and how competence, attrac-
tiveness, and threat judgments predict electoral outcomes. Therefore, in the
remaining models we combine the data set and introduce interactions
between the trait judgments and the gender composition of the two partici-
pating candidates—that is, whether the election featured two male candidates
(our baseline), two female candidates, or one of each.2 Using this more
nuanced approach, we find more convincing support for our hypotheses.

Columns 4 and 5 present the results of our interactive models. Model 4
accounts for the gender composition of the candidate pairs. For male-male
pairs, the pattern of results stays the same. For races that include women,
however, the effects of competence and attractiveness are straightforward,
consistent, and yet quite different from male-only pairs. It is most notabe
that for female-female pairs, attractiveness is the only positive predictor of
electoral success. While not a significant factor in male-male races, attractive-
ness appears to confer an advantage when two women appear together on the
ballot. On the other hand, in our two-woman races, the coefficient estimate
of the interaction term for competence is negative and significant, indicating
that female candidates judged as more competent in these races were actually
less likely to be election winners.

Expectancy violation in mixed-gender elections

Model 4 does not give us much insight about the predictive value of judgments
in the mixed-gender pairs. However, the caveat is that we have yet to integrate
our hypotheses about conforming to expectations (expectancy violation)—that
judgments in these elections will be particularly salient whenever the women
appeared more competent, less attractive, or more threatening than their male
opponents. This relationship can be seen in Model 5, which includes interac-
tion variables for whether the female candidate was chosen over the male
candidate in judgments of mixed-gender pairs.

We find support for two of these hypotheses. First, when a woman was
judged as more competent than a male opponent, she was much more likely
to be the real election winner in that electoral contest. We should note that,
unexpectedly, in terms of competence evaluations, there was no statistically
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significant difference by gender. The female candidate was rated as more
competent 49% of the time, which runs counter to gender-based stereotypes.
As Model 4 shows, however, these competence judgments were spot-on, in
that whenever the woman was chosen as more competent by our subjects, the
voters in that particular election tended to agree.

Second, women who were rated as more threatening than their male oppo-
nents were also more likely to be the real election winners, a striking departure
from our finding in same-gender races, in which threatening candidates tended
to be election losers. Here, as one might expect, the female candidate was
considered more threatening than the male candidate only 28% of the time
(p < 0.001). Taken together, this signals that women who come across as
“tougher” may have an advantage when they run against male opponents.

Next, to illustrate the substantive effect of trait judgments on election
outcome predictions, we use the estimates in the full model to calculate the
marginal probability that a respondent will correctly predict the winner given
a change in her perceptions of a given candidate’s traits. Figure 2 presents
these estimates. In two-male contests, a candidate judged as more competent
has a 7% higher probability of being the actual election winner than when
judged as less competent. On the other hand, in contests between two
women, the more competent-looking candidate is 5 percentage points less
likely to win and, strikingly, in mixed-gender contests, when a female
candidate is judged as more competent, she has a 15% higher probability
of winning. Attractiveness, on the other hand, is a powerful predictor of
electoral success in two-woman races, with the more attractive-looking
woman having a 14% higher probability of winning. In mixed-gender
races, women judged as more attractive than their male opponent have a
slightly lower (5%) probability of victory.

Figure 2. Marginal Differences in Likelihood of Being an Election Winner.
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Discussion and conclusion

While previous studies have found ratings of competence to positively pre-
dict winning actual elections, we have provided evidence that this effect
seems to apply best to races contested by two men. For races that include
women, the effects of competence, threat, and attractiveness are more
nuanced and, in some cases, the opposite of what they are for two-man
races. It is important that our findings provide evidence that not only does a
candidate’s gender matter but so does the overall gender composition of a
race. The traits that are inferred from a candidate’s image seem to vary by
gender, and different traits predict electoral success for races than include
women than for those that do not. For instance, when a race includes two
women, it is the most attractive candidate that has the advantage. Why
competence judgments have a muted effect in these elections is not clear.
Perhaps, because the facial features that seem to signify competence (e.g.,
eyes set far apart and prominent jawline) also signify masculinity (Herrick
et al. 2012; Oliviola and Todorov 2010b), it is possible that more competent-
looking women are also more masculine-looking. More masculine-looking
women have been found to be disadvantaged among voters (Hehman et al.
2014), so it is possible that the effects of competence seen in this analysis are
partially a function of facial masculinity. It is interesting that Carpinella and
Johnson (2013) find that facial femininity is associated with higher compe-
tence ratings for female candidates among Democrats/liberals but with lower
competence ratings for Republicans/conservatives.

Of course, the dynamic seems to change somewhat when women candi-
dates run against men. Competence inferences only predicted election out-
comes in mixed-gender races when the woman is the one who is perceived to
be more competent. Again, this could be an indication that women who look
particularly competent benefit from the fact that they violate voters’ stereo-
typic expectations. Similarly, though women were usually seen as less threa-
tening in mixed-gender pairs, those who were seen as more threatening were
actually more likely to win their races. While judgments of threat and of
competence work against female candidates when they run against other
women, having features that signal a certain amount of “toughness” may
work to a woman’s advantage when she runs against a man.

Clearly, there is much work still to be done here, and future studies should
expand on our analysis in several ways. First, if gender matters for the types
of traits that predict election outcomes, other social group memberships with
visual markers (e.g., race and ethnicity) probably also make a difference.
Including mixed-race/ethnicity pairs in these sorts of studies could yield still
different results. Second, because women are subject to stereotypes based on
a number of traits other than competence, threat, and attractiveness, future
studies should include subject ratings of traits such as compassion and
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leadership to see if these assessments also matter for female candidates.
Finally, it would be instructive if detailed subject-level data were gathered
in future studies of these trait inferences. Question batteries measuring
gender-based prejudice, for example, would allow us to determine if certain
groups of subjects are inferring different traits from female faces than from
male faces.

Similarly, one limitation of this study is that we do not have subject-level
data available on partisanship or ideology. It is possible (and perhaps likely,
given results from Carpinella and Johnson 2013) that trait perceptions are
affected by these individual characteristics, which would add even more
nuance to our understanding of the relationship between gender, automatic
trait inferences, and electoral outcomes. It is worth noting, however, that 38
of our 91 races were primary races or otherwise non-partisan in nature, and
all candidate images were presented without any reference to party identifi-
cation. A study in which subject-level data are collected and in which
individual partisanship is used to predict trait inferences and possibly
hypothetical vote choice would be an important follow-up to this study.

Despite their limitations, our findings may have important implications for
scholars studying the role of automatic trait assessments and/or gender in
voting behavior and for women running for office. That gender has such
serious consequences for a process as fundamental and automatic as these
sorts of trait inferences suggests that many aspects of political behavior are
likely similarly influenced by gender. For political scientists, our findings add
more evidence to a growing consensus in the literature that the effects of a
candidate’s gender on political outcomes are contextual and more nuanced
than was once thought (Bauer 2015a; Ditonto, Hamilton, and Redlawsk 2014;
Dunaway et al. 2013; Fox and Lawless 2014). The role of gender stereotypes, in
particular, has been called into question by recent studies, such as Brooks
(2013), Dolan (2014), and Hayes (2011). However, our results suggest that
gender-based stereotypes can and do matter to election outcomes when stu-
died in conjunction with appearance-based trait judgments. It seems that
stereotypes can have an effect on women candidates but not necessarily in
the straightforward manner other studies have looked for. Our results suggest
that gender scholars may benefit from taking into account other aspects of
candidate appearance, as well as the overall gender composition of a race,
when examining the effects of gender on vote choice and candidate evaluation,
because both seem to change the landscape for women candidates.

In real-world politics, this study may provide valuable information for female
candidates and their campaign staff. Women are still seriously underrepresented
in American political institutions, so a better understanding of the dynamics at
play when voters evaluate female candidates could help to even the playing field
in a campaign scenario. While it is perhaps unfortunate that physical appear-
ance has seemingly substantial consequences for candidate appraisal, especially
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for female candidates, an awareness of the nature of how appearance matters
may allow women candidates to more effectively craft an image that takes into
account the effects of how women’s appearances are evaluated.

Notes

1. None of the three data sets on their own contained a large enough subsample of either
mixed-gender or same-gender pairs to conduct our analysis, because a gender analysis
was not the primary objective of any of the studies. By combining all three, we gain
sufficient power to test our hypotheses.

2. We also add dummy variables for mixed-gender and female-only elections; for these,
negative coefficients simply mean that the model is better at predicting winners in
these elections, whereas positive indicate that it is less effective.
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